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Purpose and Background of the Research

Recent global concerns on the energy and environmental issues have urged production of high performance solar cells. This has readily spurred rapid development of high quality Si production route from innovative standpoints. Siemens method has been a major and established technology for high pure Si production. However, its production yield is in principle limited as small as 30% and it even requires substantial electricity for its long heating process. Several approaches have been proposed to improve the yield based primarily on an increase in reaction interface. Yet, more radical process to surpass the efficiency is longed from the innovative conception.

Meanwhile, we have identified a novel process with mesoplasma that provides unique plasma environment with reduced ion and thermal damages at high transport of reaction species on plasma flow. These characteristics seemingly fit well to the requirements for giant-electronics. This plasma is also anticipated to provide high atomic hydrogen flux that readily promotes reduction of trichlorosilane (TCS) to Si, while suppressing formation of silicon tetrachloride.

In view of these circumstances, with an aim to develop novel production route of wafer-equivalent Si thin films solar cells, the project will focus on an enhancement of TCS reduction and a direct deposition of high quality Si thin films from TCS under mesoplasma condition.

Research Methods

The core technologies for the next generation mesoplasma Siemens (MP-Siemens) will be the effective use of atomic hydrogen for high efficient reduction of TCS and high rate direct deposition of high quality Si films, based firmly on understanding the mesoplasma flow and plasma/substrate interaction. The stepwise research tasks are thus set: 1) basic design of mesoplasma CVD reactor, 2) mesoplasma flow control, 3) quality and throughput improvement with dynamic process control, and 4) integration as MP-Siemens. These will be implemented from the material processing perspectives.

Expected Research Achievements and Scientific Significance

Polycrystalline Si film deposition at 1000 nm/sec and epitaxial Si film growth at 70 nm/sec have been already demonstrated with monosilane in the preceding project. High flux of atomic hydrogen by several orders of magnitude than the low pressure processing is readily anticipated in the mesoplasma environment. One can thus foresee the wafer-equivalent quality thin film deposition from TCS. The consequent direct production of solar cells, which bypasses several steps, should have significant impact on the relevant industries.
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